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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Study 

Tenacity is one of the major feelings of human being which generally 

appears when the strongest passion of human is totally exposed to the surface 

as the strong determination to achieve something till the end. Where there is a 

tenacity, there is a mission or achievement that should be achieved through 

huge determination in order to reach the mission objectives. Strong 

determination is dynamically triggered by the people who are able to motivate 

themselves psychologically to reach the objective of the strong passion. 

Sometimes, it does not make in sense because the possibility is no longer the 

primary priority. Possibility is the classic parameter to be broken because the 

strong determination would expand the distance coverage of the motivation to 

produce the extra power psychologically in order to win anything based on 

objectives belongs to the mission. It can be called that tenacity is the special 

feeling that belongs to human being which is generally reflected to change 

something better or even worse in the future. The perspective or the better 

prediction of the future which is projected can be called as the stimulant to 

achieve the objectives of the mission. 

Valkyrie is a 2008 American historical thriller film set in Nazi 

Germany during World War II. The film depicts the 20 July plot in 1944 by 

German army officers to assassinate Adolf Hitler and to use the Operation 
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Valkyrie national emergency plan to take control of the country. Valkyrie was 

directed by Bryan Singer for the American studio United Artists, and the film 

stars Tom Cruise as Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg, one of the key plotters. 

The cast included Kenneth Branagh, Bill Nighy, Eddie Izzard, Terence Stamp 

and Tom Wilkinson. 

The film changed release dates several times, from as early as June 27, 

2008 to as late as February 14, 2009. The changing calendar and poor 

response to United Artists' initial marketing campaign drew criticism about the 

studio's viability. After a positive test screening, Valkyrie's release in North 

America was ultimately changed to December 25, 2008. United Artists 

renewed its marketing campaign to reduce its focus on Cruise and to highlight 

Singer's credentials. The film received mixed reviews in the United States. It 

opened commercially in Germany on January 22, 2009, where reports were 

mixed about the German reception of the film. 

Valkryie movie is directed by Bryan Singer, an American director, and 

the writers Christopher McQuarrie and Nathan Alexander. Singer is better 

known as the maker of scientific and adventures film, mini series and short 

film, sometimes centering on TV documentary. The other movies which are 

also directed by him are Lion’s Den (1988), Public Access (1993) in which 

beside as the director, he is also both of the producer and the writer. And then 

the film titled The usual suspects (1995) and Apt Pupil (1998) where he is as 

both of the director and also a producer of the film. Besides that his films were 

seen as an archetype of modern Hollywood Blockbuster movie making the 
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thriller such as X-Men (2000) where he is not only a director but also a writer. 

Then the next sequel of X-Men (2000) titled X-2 (2003) in which he has three 

responsibilities as the director, producer, and also writer. After he has finished 

the project of Hollywood Blockbuster through X-Men (2000) and X-2 (2003), 

another film belongs to both of science fiction and adventure film which is 

directed by him titled Superman Returns (2006) and the film which is 

produced by him titled Look, Up in the sky! The Amazing Story of Superman 

(2006). Then, he becomes a producer of short film titled Color me Olson 

(2007). Another genre of the film which is both directed and produced by him 

is TV documentary titled Valkyrie (2008). The next works of Singer titled 

Trick ‘r Treat (2009) where he is only a producer of the film. In order to 

expand the influences of the X-Men Sequels, once more time he directed the 

next sequel of the X-Men and X-2 in the recent years titled X-Men: First Class. 

The last work of Singer which is directed by him as the director titled Jack 

The Giant Killer (2012) where the progress of the film is still going and under 

process at the present time. 

Valkyrie is a movie about the contradiction whether not all the Nazis 

are loyal to their Fuehrer, Hitler. Specifically, this movie is about an officer 

which has already been promoted to be colonel, Claus von Stauffenberg. He 

was sent to Africa to join the 10th Panzer Division as its Operation Officer in 

the General Staff. Generally, this movie is about the German conspiracy 

against Nazi regime culminating in the coup attempt of July, 20 1944. Claus 

von Stauffenberg is one of the disloyal Nazis who was instrumental in the 
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conspiracy to assasinate Adolf Hitler because he thought that his role as the 

officer is no longer to serve his country but also for saving human ras. For 

him, Hitler is the tyrant fuehrer who has tortured the prisoner, killing a lot of 

civilians, executed a large of the jewish through horrible holocaust. He 

wondering that there’s no one general who can resist Hitler. He also claims 

that he is surounded by the people who cannot tell the truth. His perspective 

utters that Hitler is not only the large enemy of the entire world but also the 

large enemy of the Germany. 

  During his duty in Africa as the officer in 10th Panzer Division in 

World War II, Wehrmacht Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg is severely 

wounded during an RAF air raid in Tunisia, losing a hand and an eye, and is 

evacuated home to Nazi Germany. Meanwhile, Major General Henning von 

Tresckow attempts to assassinate Adolf Hitler by smuggling a bomb aboard 

the Führer's personal airplane. The bomb, however, is a dud and fails to 

detonate, and Tresckow flies to Berlin in order to safely retrieve it. After 

learning that the Gestapo has arrested Major General Hans Oster, he orders 

General Olbricht to find a replacement. After recruiting Stauffenberg into the 

German Resistance, Olbricht presents Stauffenberg at a meeting of the secret 

committee which has coordinated previous attempts on Hitler's life. The 

members include General Ludwig Beck, Dr. Carl Goerdeler, and Erwin von 

Witzleben. Stauffenberg is stunned to learn that no plans exist on the subject 

of what is to be done after Hitler's assassination. 
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During a bombing raid on Berlin, he gets the idea of using Operation 

Valkyrie, which involves the deployment of the Reserve Army to maintain 

order in the event of a national emergency. The plotters carefully redraft the 

plan's orders so that they can dismantle the Nazi regime after assassinating 

Hitler. Realizing that only General Friedrich Fromm, the head of the Reserve 

Army, can initiate Valkyrie, they offer him a position as head of the 

Wehrmacht in a post-Nazi Germany and request his support, but Fromm 

declines to be directly involved. With the rewritten Operation Valkyrie orders 

needing to be signed by Hitler, Stauffenberg visits the Führer at his Berghof 

estate in Bavaria. In the presence of Dr. Joseph Goebbels, Wilhelm Keitel, 

Heinrich Himmler, Hermann Göring and Albert Speer, his inner circle, Hitler 

praises Stauffenberg's heroism in North Africa. 

At Goerdeler's insistence, Stauffenberg is ordered to assassinate both 

Hitler and SS head Himmler at the Führer's command bunker, the Wolf's Lair. 

At a final briefing, Colonel Mertz von Quirnheim instructs the committee 

members in the use of pencil detonators. Stauffenberg also persuades General 

Fellgiebel, who controls all communications at Wolf's Lair, to cut off 

communications after the bomb blast. On July 15, 1944, Stauffenberg attends 

a strategy meeting at Wolf's Lair with the bomb in his briefcase, but with 

Himmler not present at the meeting, Stauffenberg does not get the go-ahead 

from the committee leaders, and by the time one of them defies the others and 

tells him to do it anyway, the meeting is over. Meanwhile, the Reserve Army 

is mobilized by Olbricht, unbeknownst to Fromm, to stand by. With no action 
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taken, Stauffenberg safely extracts himself and the bomb from the bunker, and 

the Reserve Army is ordered to stand down, believing that the mobilization 

was training. Back in Berlin, Olbrecht and Stauffenberg are threatened by 

Fromm that if they try to control the reserve army again he will have them 

arrested; Stauffenberg goes to the committee to protest their indecisiveness 

and condemns Goerdeler, who has been selected to be chancellor after the 

coup. When Goerdeler demands that Stauffenberg be relieved, Beck informs 

him that the SS is searching for him and implores him to leave the country 

immediately. 

On July 20, 1944, Stauffenberg and his adjutant Lieutenant Haeften 

return to Wolf's Lair. To Stauffenberg's dismay, he discovers only after the 

timer has been activated that the conference is being held in an open-window 

summer barrack, whereas the plotters had intended to detonate the bomb 

within the walls of the bunker for maximum damage. While his adjuntant 

waits with the car, Stauffenberg places the briefcase with the bomb armed at 

the meeting as close to Hitler as possible. Stauffenberg then leaves the 

barrack, returning to the car. However, one of the officers at the meeting 

moves the bomb behind a table leg, thereby protecting Hitler from most of the 

blast. When the bomb explodes, Stauffenberg is certain that Hitler is dead and 

flees Wolf's Lair. Before shutting down communications, Fellgiebel calls 

Mertz about the explosion but cannot clearly convey whether or not the Führer 

is dead. 
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As Stauffenberg flies back to Berlin, Olbricht refuses to mobilize the 

Reserve Army until he knows without a doubt that Hitler is dead because if he 

isn’t dead, Olbricht will be arrested for having the reserve army mobilized 

without Formm’s permission. Behind Olbricht's back, Mertz forges his 

signature and issues the orders anyway. With Operation Valkyrie underway, 

Stauffenberg and his fellow plotters order the arrest of Nazi party leaders and 

SS officers, convincing lower officers that the Party and the SS are staging a 

coup. As Stauffenberg begins to take control of Berlin's government 

ministries, mid-level officers relaying the orders begin to wonder which side 

they should be fighting for. Rumors reach Berlin that Hitler survived the blast, 

but Stauffenberg dismisses them as SS propaganda. Meanwhile, Fromm learns 

from Field Marshal Keitel that Hitler is still alive. The General refuses to join 

the plotters, resulting in them detaining him. Major Otto Ernst Remer of the 

Reserve Army prepares to arrest Goebbels, but is stopped when Goebbels 

connects him by phone to Hitler. Immediately recognizing the voice on the 

other end, Remer realizes that the Reserve Army has been duped - rather than 

containing a coup, they have unwittingly supported it. SS officers are released 

and the plotters in turn are besieged inside the Bendlerblock. The headquarters 

staff flees, but the resistance leaders are arrested. In an ultimately vain effort 

to save himself, General Fromm convenes an impromptu court martial and 

sentences the conspirators to death, contravening Hitler's orders that they be 

kept alive. Given a pistol by Fromm, Beck commits suicide. That night, the 

ringleaders are then executed by firing squad one by one. 
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Valkyrie is a major critical succes. Valkyrie was distributed in 

December 25, 2008 in United States and it was distributed in Germany in 

January 22, 2009. This film was taken for about 230 days, which is the setting 

of place at Germany and setting of time is the World War II. The film runtime 

is 124 minutes, released in VCD and DVD distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer in December 25, 2008 in United States. The European premiere was 

held at the Potsdamer Platz in Berlin on January 20, 2009. Valkyrie 

commercially opened in over a dozen territories outside the United States and 

Canada on the weekend of January 23, 2009, including a premiere in Germany 

on January 22. The film ranked first in the international box office, grossing 

over $13 million. It placed first in Germany, Australia, and the Netherlands 

and placed second in the United Kingdom, Austria and South Korea. 

Valkyrie's highest-grossing territory was Germany, where it earned $3.7 

million from 689 locations, averaging $5,311 per screen. The German opening 

was considered "a chart-topping yet unspectacular start", barely edging out 

Twilight, which opened three weeks before. BBC News reported that the 

premiere of the film has renewed the topic of the German Resistance among 

the German populace.  The film opened in 13 additional territories on the 

weekend of January 30, including Russia and Spain. With 3,600 screenings in 

26 markets, the film grossed $18.6 million to maintain its top placement at the 

international box office for a second weekend in a row. Spain was its highest-

grossing territory with $2.8 million, followed by Germany with $2.3 million, 

the United Kingdom with $2 million, and $1.9 million in Italy. As of April 13, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potsdamer_Platz
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berlin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twilight_(2008_film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BBC_News
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Resistance
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2009, the film has grossed $83,079,000 in the United States and Canada and 

an estimated $117,198,951 in other territories for a worldwide gross of 

$200,276,784. 

The good acceptance does not only come from the market but also 

from the profesor of history. Peter Hoffman (2008) said that this film which is 

inspired by historical true event during World War II is a gateway into the past 

through the high accuracy of the history itself. He also said that this film gives 

fundamentally accurate portrait of Stauffenberg and the conspirators. There 

are details which must be counted as liberties. But, fundamentally, the film is 

decent, respectful and represents the spirit of the conspiracy. The Scotsman 

(2009) also reported the film’s accuracy that Valkyrie sticks pretty closely to 

the story of the failed conspiracy to topple the Nazi regime. It implies that the 

plot came closer to success than it really did. But the basic facts are all present 

and correct. 

Valkyrie is nominated  by the Academy of Science Fiction, Fantasy 

and Horror Films for several Saturn Awards : Best Action/Adventure/Thriller 

Film, Best Actor (Tom Cruise), Best Supporting Actor (Bill Nighy), Best 

Supporting Actress (Carice van Houten), Best Director (Bryan Singer), Best 

Music (John Ottman), and Best Costume (Joanna Johnston). 

Besides the good responses, Valkyrie also gains some protests, 

especially from anti scientology. When Valkyrie premiered in New York City 

(2008), it was shown in a private screening room at the Time Warner Center, 

rather than at a Lincoln Square theater. The venue was chosen in part to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_Warner_Center
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lincoln_Square,_New_York
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minimize the exposure to Scientology protesters gathered at the Time Warner 

Center. There were small anti-Scientology protests at the European premiere 

in Berlin, where Cruise signed one protester's Guy Fawkes mask. Anti-

Scientology protests also occurred at the London premiere, and Amsterdam 

where Scientologists in the crowd engaged the protesters. In Germany, 

authorities and politicians expressed concern that if the film was successful, it 

would boost Scientology in the country. German politician Michael Brand 

encouraged his deputies to boycott Valkyrie, saying that Scientology pursued 

"totalitarian goals". Germany's Agency for the Protection of the Constitution 

(BfV), which monitors the presence of Scientology in the country, expressed 

concern about the film's impact. These Scientologists have two goals in 

Germany to get their message to children, and make their organization 

respectable. The film does both: it has put a top Scientologist at the center of a 

national debate about German history (Michael Brand, 1998). 

Valkyrie is an interesting movie; there are four aspects that makes this 

movie really interesting. The first is Valkyrie has the uncommon story; this is 

an historical film about historical events which is inspired by the true 

historical event. That history is not only expansive and international, it is also 

the elaboration about the tenacity to achieve the better purpose in the future 

which actually has already happened based in true historical event in the past. 

In this film, the director, Brian Singer tries to elaborate the efforts of the 

German officer belongs to Nazi named Claus von Stauffenberg who dare to 

resist his own fuehrer, Adolf Hitler through the conspiracy in operation 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Chanology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guy_Fawkes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amsterdam
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bundesamt_f�r_Verfassungsschutz
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Valkyrie. Stauffenberg is the humanist who tries to develop the peace by 

facing his own nation and of course Nazi regime. The role and the 

appropriateness which is done by the director was very sucessfull because he 

is able to create the suitable characterization between the real Claus von 

Stauffenberg and Tom Cruise as the person who has the high feeling of 

humanity in peace all arround the world. 

The second aspect is the visualization and the cast of the movie. Bryan 

Singer makes the audience feel enthusiastic with this historical thriller movie, 

even the movie shows about the conspiracy and the violance which be tried to 

assasinate one of the tyrant leader, Adolf Hitler. Singer makes the audience 

feel enthusiatic when the conspiracy is estimated to assasinate Adolf Hitler as 

the tyrant Nazi leader. This crucial point makes the audienes knows about the 

historical event during World War II especially inside the German conspiracy 

against the Nazi regime under the fuehrer, Adolf Hitler. The casts of the film 

also have a valuable part. In this film, Tom Cruise who was playing as Claus 

von Stauffenberg is a wonderful actor. He makes the character of the real 

Claus van Stauffenberg so alive both of physically and psychologically. So 

that, when the people talk about the real Claus von Stauffenberg or even when 

they browse the appearance belongs to him, they will also talk about Tom 

Cruise because between Claus von Stauffenberg and Tom Cruise are already 

like one person based on the identically physical appearances and the human 

personalities between both of them. His acting as the German officer who is 

disloyal both to his nation and Nazi was sucesfully represented in this movie 
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very well. The casts are totally sucessfully in order to reach the 

appropriateness based on the actor that represents the historical even in the 

past.  

  The third is the passion for humanity that is reflected in this movie. 

Stauffenberg is the German officer as the colonel who is sent to Africa as the 

10th Panzer Division. He has a wife named Nina von Stauffenberg and also 

has three childrens. Stauffenberg is a good person who feels so touched of the 

cruelty of Nazi. For him, Nazi is no longer has a value of humanity because 

Nazi is already dominated by brutality and cruelty. His humanity instinct says 

that the changing must be made to prevent the collateral destruction arround 

Europe or even the human ras. Ethnic Cleansing of the Jewish through 

horrible holocaust, torturing the prisoner in Aufschwitz camp consentration, 

and killing a lot of civilians are the most facts that should be faced by him 

under the tyrant fuehrer, Adolf Hitler. Stauffenberg thinks that his duty is no 

longer as the officer who serve the country but also to save the human race 

from the cruelty of Nazi. For him, Hitler is not only the large enemy of entire 

country but also the large enemy of the entire Germany. His humanity 

represent that there should be a changing in German body to achieve the peace 

all arround the world. Until his dead, the tenacity of his resistance to achieve 

the  peace during World War II could not be forgotten by the people of 

German. 

The last is the tenacity of the German conspiracy which is reflected in 

Valkyrie movie is one of the appealing aspects that is interesting to be studied. 
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Singer, the director, wants the audience to underline that the German 

conspiracy is the effort against Nazi regime which is done to assasinate Adolf 

Hitler. Nazi regime under Adolf Hitler spreads the bad effects to society 

especially in social aspect. The society is drawn in anti-Semitism whether the 

elimination of an unwanted ethnic group from society, as by genocide, forced 

migration, or forced assimilation. The executions of the civilians, the killing of 

the Jewish through horrible holocaust, the forming of camp consentration in 

Aufschwitz, etc. The tenacity of the German conspiracy is getting started 

when the slavery, massacre, and violance spread out under Nazi regime. The 

changing must be made to develop the peace and avoid the total destruction of 

Europe. The German conspirators such as Claus von Stauffenberg, Henning 

von Tresckow, Friedrich Olbricht, etc always try to assasinate Hitler through 

operation valkyrie in order to create the peace all around Europe. 

Based on the previous reasons the writer will observe Valkyrie movie 

by using sociological theory by Swingewood and Laurenson. So, the writer 

constructs the title TENACITY OF GERMAN CONSPIRACY AGAINST 

NAZI REGIME IN BRIAN SINGER’S VALKYRIE MOVIE (2008): A 

SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACH.  

 

B. Literature Review 

Valkyrie Movie is an interesting historical film which is published in 

2008. As far as the writer concerns, the research on the movie Valkyrie has 

been conducted by the student and others come from many articles. The first 
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study about Valkyrie (2008) is conducted by Mahfut Efendi, Muhammadiyah 

University of Surakarta (2010), entitled The Political Conspiracy In Bryan 

Singer’s Valkyrie Movie. In this term, he analyzes the movie through 

sociology perspectives in order to find out the political conspiracy in hidden 

movement called operation valkyrie against Nazi. He also uses sociological 

approach in order to identify the major points of sociological perspectives aim 

to determine the political conspiracy against Hitler’s Nazi. 

The second research or movie review is conducted by Petter T. 

Chatteway, a member of A Magazine of Evangelical Conviction Christianity 

Today (2008), entitled “Overthrowing Nazi Regime All Around Germany.” 

He underlines the Struggling of disloyal German officer named Claus von 

Stauffenberg who struggle together with another German disloyal conspirators 

in order to bring Hitler down. It also means that the superego belongs to 

Stauffenberg becomes the motivation to make it true. 

The third researcher or movie review is conducted by Jordan J. Ballor 

from Acton Institute PowerBlog (2008), entitled “Failed Attempts of German 

Plotters.” He emphasizes the power of high resistance of German officer to 

assassinate Hitler aimed to save entire Europe of collateral damage. It also 

reflects how the high resistance of contra-Nazi German officer in order to save 

their country by assassinated Hitler. The efforts to prevent Europe of collateral 

damage from Nazi’s mission belong to superego because it deals with the 

peace around Europe during World War II. 
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The fourth researcher or movie review is conducted by Stephanie 

Zacharek from Salon.com (2011), entitled “Stauffenberg’s Charisma in Duty.” 

She focuses on the leadership of Stauffenberg as the German officer to bring 

Nazi down. His leadership personality makes him recruited by the other 

contra-Nazi German officer to lead the operation aimed assassinating Hitler 

and Nazis. It also shows how the leadership of the German officer reflected to 

make the better future. 

The fiveth researcher or movie review is conducted by Tracy Morris 

from FireFox New (2009), “Social Impact of German Societies.” He 

underlines the perspective belongs to Stauffenberg which motivates him to 

operate the Valkyrie mission. It also reflects the crucial effort why the 

operation should be operated because of the Nazi’s brutality under Hitler 

government. It means that the struggling of the leader as the part of superego 

reflected directly. 

The difference between the writer and another previous writer are the 

theme perspective, and the coverage. The first researcher uses sociological 

persective in order to find the political conspiracy in operation valkyrie. It 

means that that the first researcher uses same approach but contrastly different 

theme and coverage. However, most of the previous writer describes the 

personality of the Stauffenberg perspective use psychoanalytic approach. It 

also dominates how the superego of the leader reflected in Valkyrie movie. It 

is contrastly different with the writer in this research. The writer analyzes the 
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tenacity of German Conspiracy against Nazi Regime in Brian Singer 

Valkyrie’s movie by using the sociological approach. 

 

C. Problem Statement 

Knowing that the problem is the important part of research, the writer 

proposes, “How is tenacity of German conspiracy against nazi regime 

reflected in Brian Singer’s Valkyrie (2008) movie?”.   

 

D. Limitation of the Study 

The writer focuses this research in analyzing the tenacity of German 

conspiracy against nazi regime in Brian Singer’s Valkyrie (2008) movie based 

on sociological approach. 

 

E. Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of the Study are mentioned as follows: 

1. To analyze Brian Singers’s Valkyrie (2008) movie based on  the structural 

elements of the movie. 

2. To describe the tenacity of German conspiracy against nazi regime in Brian 

Singer’s Valkyrie (2008) movie based on sociological approach. 

 

F. Benefits of the Study 

The benefits of the study are: 

1. Theoretical Benefit 
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The study is hoped to give a new contribution and information to the 

larger body of knowledge, particularly the literary studies on Valkyrie 

(2008) movie.   

2. Practical Benefit 

The study is hoped to give deeper understanding and enrich both 

knowledge and experience especially for the writer, generally for other 

students of Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta and also can be used 

as reference by other universities that are interested in literary study on the 

movie based on sociological aproach. 

 

G. Research Method  

1. Type of the Study 

The type of research is descriptive qualitative. Descriptive qualitative 

is type of research which result the descriptive data in the form of written 

or oral words from observed object. It is library research while data 

sources are using literary data. It purposes to analyze the movie applying 

sociological approach. The steps to conduct this research are (1) 

determining the type of research, (2) determining the object of the study, 

(3) determining data and data source, (4) determining technique of data 

collecting, and (5) determining technique of data analysis. 
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2. Object of the Study 

The object of the study is Valkyrie movie directed by Brian Singer and 

published by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in 2008 USA. It is analyzed by 

applying sociological approach. 

3. Types of the Data and the Data Source 

There are two types of the data namely primary data and secondary 

data which are needed to do this research. 

a. Primary Data 

The primary data source is the data obtained from all the words, 

dialogues, phrases, and sentences occurring in the film itself, Valkyrie 

by Brian Singer.  

b. Secondary Data 

The secondary data are taken from other sources, which are 

related to the primary data, such as the biography of the author, the 

website from the internet about the Valkyrie movie and other 

resources that support the analysis. 

4. Technique of the Data Collection 

The data collecting technique used in this study is library research. 

The necessary steps are as follow:  

a. Watching the movie repeatedly 

b. Taking notes of information in both primary and secondary data 

c. Arranging the data into several part based on its classification 

d. Analyzing the data 
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e. Drawing conclusion based on the analyzing data. 

5. Technique of the Data Analysis 

The first step in analyzing the data of this research is clarifying the 

obtained data by selecting the necessary ones. It concerns with the 

structural elements of the movie and sociological approach. Secondary 

step in analyzing data based on sociological theory proposed by 

Swingewood and Laurenson. 

 

H. Research Paper Organization 

The research organization of Tenacity of German Conspiracy against 

Nazi Regime in Bryan Singer’s Valkyrie movie (2008): A Sociological 

Approach is as follows: Chapter I is Introduction; It consists of Background of 

the Study, Literature Review, Problem Statement, Limitation of the Study, 

Objectives of the Study, Benefits of the Study, Research Method, and Paper 

Organization. Chapter II is Theoretical Approach. It consists of Sociology of 

Literature, The Perspective of Sociology of Literature, Structural Elements of 

the Movie, and Theoretical Application. Chapter III is Social Historical 

Background of American Society in the Late Twentieth Century which covers 

social aspect, political aspects, economic aspects, science and technology, 

cultural aspect, and religious aspect. Chapter IV is Structural Analysis of 

Valkyrie movie; (1) the structural elements of the movie; it is consists of 

character and characterization, setting, casting, plot, point of view, style, and 

theme; and then the technical elements of the movie such as mise en scene, 
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cinematography, sound and editing; (2) discussion. Chapter V is Sociological 

Analysis of Valkyrie movie that  consists of the social aspect, political aspect, 

economic aspect, science and technology aspect, cultural aspect, and religious 

aspect. Chapter VI is Conclusion and Suggestion. 

 

 

 

 

 


